Kid’s Corner

Ore Minerals fallen
Phrase Puzzle

Below is a “Fallen Phrase” Puzzle created on the Discover Education website. This puzzle
challenge is going to take some time and effort. Your task is to take the letters under
each column of white squares and figure out which of the letters goes in which square in
that column. The problem: The letters are mixed up! There are punctuation marks
already filled in (commas, periods, quotation marks). This is one of those puzzles that
becomes easier as more and more of the squares are filled in. Good luck!
(Source: Mini Miners Monthly, Volume 7 Number 3, March 2013)

Minerals Named After Women
Almost 100 minerals have been named after women. Some were mineral collectors.
Others were scientists. Others were wives of scientists. Listed below are a number of
minerals that were named after women.
Use this website (http://www.webmineral.com/help/NameOrigin.shtml) and
discover more about the women behind these mineral names. Match these names on the
left with the accurate fact about the woman after whom the mineral was named on the
right.
Rosemaryite
Lindbergite
Sklodowskite
Caresite
Sophiite
Carnotite

Russian Mineralogist
The discoverer of the element radium
A distinguished mineral collector. Her husband was Eugene.
Wife of Professor Peter Wyllie
A French chemist
A Russian volcanologist and mineralogist

Marialite
Mcnearite
Rondorfite
Olgite

A United States Geological Survey Scientist
A mineral collector and dealer from Sudbury, Mass.
Her full name was Maria Rosa von Rath
A mineralogist and crystallographer from Switzerland

Two minerals were named after Marie Curie-Sklodowska (18671934), sklodowskite and curite (named after Marie and her husband, Pierre). The mineral cuprosklodowskite was originally
thought to be a copper-bearing version of sklodowskite and so
its name bears Marie’s name.
Pierre and Marie Curie discovered the element radium.

Left: A Polish stamp with a portrait of Marie Curie-Sklodowska

The deep green mineral called szenicsite was discovered
in Chile by Terry and Marissa Szenics. This mineral
name was officially approved in 1994. The Szenics are
American mineral collectors and mineral dealers. Szenicsite contains the elements copper and molybdenum.
Marissa Szenics was born in 1950.

Left: A specimen of Szenicsite.

Source: Mini Miners Monthly, Volume 3 Number 6, June 2009

Fallen Phrase Puzzle 1: An ore is a naturally occurring mineral from
which it is profitable to extract elements or compounds, usually metals.
Fallen Phrase Puzzle 2: People in the mining industry say, “If it is not
grown, it must be mined.”

